AGENDA FOR THE BEACHWOOD ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD MEETING ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2020 AT 5:30 P.M., HELD AT CITY HALL CONFERENCE ROOM B.

1. ALLAN PEARL, ALLAN BUILDERS, CONTRACTOR (216-469-7557), WILL BE PRESENT AT THE MEETING RE: PLANS SUBMITTED FOR FIRST FLOOR ADDITION & INTERIOR RENOVATIONS AT 3297 HAVEL DRIVE (OWNER, FITZPATRICK).

   ABR # 20- ___  □ NOT APPROVED  □ APPROVED  □ APPROVED WITH COMMENTS

2. VLADIMIR GREYSUKH, DOMMUS CONSTRUCTION, CONTRACTOR/OWNER (440-424-5413), WILL BE PRESENT AT THE MEETING RE: PLANS SUBMITTED FOR NEW SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING TO BE LOCATED AT 26600 HURLINGHAM ROAD, PPN 741-35-039 (OWNER, DOMMUS CONSTRUCTION).

   ABR # 20- ___  □ NOT APPROVED  □ APPROVED  □ APPROVED WITH COMMENTS

MEETING ADJOURNED _______ P.M.

MARYANN PELLERANO
GEORGE SMERIGAN